
Our growing company is looking for a collections agent. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for collections agent

Be responsible to manage outgoing and incoming calls to multiple countries,
adhering to the methodology established by conducting a timely recovery
Reduce delinquency rates through effective management, persuading the
client to a solution and offering solutions of adequate payment schemes
Use a lot of creativity and perseverance in the management of problematic
accounts to obtain the cooperation of the client, preventing the category
without accrual of interest or cancellation in books and protecting the interest
of the Bank
Be responsible for providing an effective, direct and informed service through
daily interactions to create a relationship of mutual trust with our customers,
suppliers and other employees
Ensuring that problems are adequately documented
That matters in their discretion be resolved to the satisfaction of the client or
when they are not within their discretion that they are referred to the team
leader for resolution
Ensuring that commitments have been met
Recommending actions that will prevent recurring problems, where possible
Understanding and adhering to the rules and procedures of the complaint
resolution process of the Bank's clients
Ensuring that PLD / PFT policies are understood and adhered to

Qualifications for collections agent

Example of Collections Agent Job Description
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Computer abilities to navigate systems, the Windows environment
Ensuring that Know Your Customer (KYC) policies are understood and
adhered to
Familiarizing with the PLD / PFT rules, which affect the business activity of the
unit
Providing directives to staff regarding LDP / PFT local and group policies
Familiarizing themselves with the local laws and regulations of the countries
that are supported or supervised


